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   To see the proper stroke order of Rabbit, click the Start button.  

  Click here to download a practice template (In PDF format).  

  Chinese calligraphy is the art of writing Chinese characters with a brush. Calligraphers have to follow strict rules. They have to write each character using the same number of brush strokes, and paint these lines in same order, as every other calligrapher. These rules have been followed for thousands of years. Still, just like with handwriting and drawing, every person's calligraphy looks a little different.   

  The calligraphy featured in this article was created by Kong Lee. More examples of his work and stories of the Chinese Lunar Animals can be found in the book My Mom Is A Dragon.  

  


  Learn more about the Chinese Lunar Animals:   

  Introduction |   Rat |   Ox |   Tiger |   Rabbit |   Dragon |     Snake |   Horse |   Sheep |   Monkey |   Rooster |   Dog |     Boar |   Paper Cut Art  

  


  View more Calligraphy Animations:   

  Rat |   Ox |   Tiger |   Rabbit |   Dragon |     Snake |   Horse |   Sheep |   Monkey |   Rooster |   Dog |   Boar  
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        About ThingsAsian

      
    ThingsAsian is an Asia travel website with stories contributed by a worldwide community. Although we cover a wide range of topics, our emphasis is on art, culture, history and travel. Our writers, photographers and contributors are real people who tell you the stories of their personal travels and experiences. Some of the countries we currently cover are Burma, Cambodia, China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Laos, Macau, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam.

Email: info@thingsasian.com
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